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Wilder talks
education, future
with JMU students
by Donna Ragsdale
senior writer

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Gov. L. Doug Wider fielded local constituents' questions Saturday
at JMU ranging from education to requests for autographs.

Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder
and several of his cabinet members
met with more than 100 JMU students
and area residents Saturday to talk
about higher education, abortion and
President-elect Bill Clinton.
"The best lessons you can learn in
politics, you can learn from the
people," Wilder said in the beginning
of the open house held in Sonner Hall.
Visitors had an unlimited question
time with the governor, and several
students used that time to question
him closely on funding for JMU. The
major theme for the day was higher
education, but a variety of groups
came to the governor asking for his
support on everything from AIDS
awareness to reduction of violence to
state salary increases.
Students asked how the recently
passed general obligation bond issue,
which allocated $34 million to JMU
for capital improvements, would

Republican enters governor's race to
stop 'arrogant Democrat machine'
by The Washington Post
Rep. George F. Allen, R-Va., formally entered the
race for Virginia governor Saturday, urging
supporters to help him defeat "an arrogant, selfserving Democrat machine" that has controlled the
Statehouse in Richmond for "12 long years."
Allen, son of the late Washington Redskins coach
and a member of Congress for less than a year,
focused his attack on Virginia Attorney General
Mary Sue Terry, the presumptive Democratic
nominee in the 1993 governor's race. He told about
250 cheering supporters at the Sheraton National
Hotel in Arlington that "through it all (Terry) has
been the ever-dutiful Democrat... a co-conspirator
in the failures and embarrassments of the ruling
Democrats."
Allen is the second Republican to announce a bid
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for the party's nomination; McLean businessman
Earle C. Williams entered the race in May. Del.
Clinton Miller, of Harrisonburg, also is expected to
join the GOP field.
Nick Fuhrman, a GOP activist from Falls Church,
said he showed up at Allen's Arlington kickoff
because he wanted to redirect his efforts after
President Bush's failed campaign for reelection.
Fuhrman said Allen represents "the younger, newer
version of the Republican Party that needs to get
developed to get the party energized again for young
people."
Tom Bolvin, chairman of the Young Republicans
of Fairfax County and an Allen supporter, said
Williams will be difficult to beat in Northern
REPUBLICAN page 2

improve services at the university.
"What this allows is that money
that would have ordinarily gone to
capital improvements can go to
services," Wilder said.
Student Government Association
Administrative Vice President Scott
Surovell asked Wilder about improved
academic services and the possibility
of a voting student member of the
Board of Visitors.
Surovell said the governor didn't
always answer his questions, but he
appreciated being able to directly
address Wilder.
"I kind of liked it because you
talked to him personally," Surovell
said. "He didn't hide behind his
advisers much ... I liked the format;
it allowed for a little more interaction
with him."
Senior Lori Firestone and junior
Maureen McCullough questioned the
governor on his stance toward parental
notification for minors seeking an
abortion. Wilder said that he would
WILDER page 2
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Wilder
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suppon a parental notification bill if he received one
that was written better than previous bills.
"It wasn't a specific answer, but he did give an
answer," Firestone said. "I have to admit I didn't
expect much more than he said. I thought it was a
good opportunity to speak directly to the governor."
Wilder said, "I was impressed with the caliber of
questions. And the concern shows you that if you go
to the people and listen to what they're there to say,
you get a different view, you get a more direct
involvement and you see the things that are really on
their minds."
Nelly Nguyen, SGA legislative vice president,
said she was glad that the governor wanted their
input.
"Now that he's gotten feedback from us I'd like to
see what he does with our concerns," Nguyen said.
She presented Wilder with a list of questions the
SGA has about financial aid.
"I wish we could have had more of a one-on-one
sometimes," Nguyen said. "But the way he set it up
was the best way possible to answer as many
questions as possible for the students and
community."
The governor's role in Bill Clinton's presidential
administration was also questioned. Wilder said he
,had not been approached about serving under
Clinton.
"I'll assist where asked and do what I can, but you
• can be assisting without necessarily serving," he
said.
Wilder said he is pleased with a Clinton
presidency and believes Clinton's goals are also his
goals. He said he expects to meet with the new
president in February to discuss Virginia's needs.
One of Virginia's needs is to strengthen its
economy, Wilder said, especially in light of recent

Republican.
CONTINUED/rompage 1

Virginia.
"We're going to have to work hard to get Northern
Virginia, but it by no means will be Earle's region by
default," Bolvin said.
Allen promised to make transportation
improvements in Northern Virginia a top priority and
pledged that he would not repeat Gov. L. Douglas
Wilder's ill-fated effort to entice the Washington
Redskins to a state-owned site in Alexandria over
local opposition.

Rocking out
From left, freshmen Ryan Fleming, Mike Kidd, Derek Leach, end Phi Rodriguez
practice music in Garter Hall. They Just formed their own band, BushHogs.

cuts in military spending.
"It's already hit us and hurt us and unfortunately
we're going to have more cuts," he said.
Wilder, whose term ends next year, warned that
voters should keep the economy in the forefront of
their minds when choosing his replacement
"We need to understand exactly what the status of
our economy is," he said.
In his final year as governor. Wilder said his main

objective is to finish the job he began three years ago
— "to make certain that I've lived up to every
campaign promise or pledge, to look to see just what
they were and to follow through on them. "One of the legacies I would like to leave is that
we able to make it through the tough times, in fact
almost drastic times ... and we did not raise taxes,
we did not curtail the essential delivery services and
were able to weather the storm."

"When I negotiate the use of state-owned land or
attempt to recruit a development to a locality," Allen
said, "local officials and local citizens will be the
first to know, not the last"
Allen, who also held rallies yesterday in
Richmond, Norfolk, Roanoke and Bristol, pledged to
veto any increase in the state's income or sales taxes
during his administration.
He added that he would push for an
amendment to the state constitution to require a twothirds vote of the legislature to adopt such tax
increases.
Allen didn't mention either of his competitors for

the nomination, but when asked for comment on
criticism of him by a Williams aide, Allen snapped,
"I'm not going to worry about barking dogs and
whining. They're behind, and they're desperate."
Campaign manager Mike Thomas said Allen
"draws support across the political spectrum."
Thomas said 85 of the state party's 126 unit
chairmen are backing Allen. Many elected and
appointed GOP officials were at his Richmond and
Arlington rallies.
Williams's spokesman, Steve Haner, an observer at
Allen's rally in Richmond, said the race for the GOP
nomination is "still anybody's game. There's plenty
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Professor visits Russia,
studies education system
_

by Nicole Motley
staffwriter

A JMU professor spent three weeks
in October learning about higher
education, day-to-day living and the
typical attitudes of Russians while
teaching in Kirov, Russia.
Dr. John Gentile, associate
professor of geography, and about 75
other American educators participated
in Hands Across the Water, a faculty
exchange program with Russia from
Oct. 1-17. Gentile taught on the
American environmental movement
and the theory of political unrest at the
Kirov Pedagogical Institute.
While in Kirov, Gentile said one of
the biggest differences he noticed
between American and Russian
students was their view of the future.
Russian students are told what
careers to pursue by either the state or
their parents. Gentile said. They didn't
seem to have any further aspirations.
But "the biggest thing I heard from
students about American students was
that they think that students here are
wasting opportunities," Gentile said.
The Russian students have many
classes which last two and a half hours
without a break, he said.
He had even more of a culture
shock outside the classroom walking
the streets of Kirov.
"My first impression was of 1990
stuff dropped in the middle of the
1920s," Gentile said.
Houses look like they were built in

1920 America, and vehicles look like
those built in the 1950s. And the
residents of Kirov cannot regulate the
temperature in their homes, because
all the houses are heated by a central
heating system, Gentile said.
"We had hot water only three days
out of the 101 was there," he said.
Food wasn't scarce. Gentile said,
but few people could afford to buy
much of it.
A teacher with a graduate degree
earns 2,000 rubles a month, which is
about $7, he said. But a night
watchman, who can sleep on the job,
can earn 5,000 rubles a month just for
working two nights a week.
Medical doctors earn the least
amount of money in Kirov because
they aren't considered as important as
construction workers or truck drivers.
Gentile said. More money is given to
milk maids than doctors, he said.
"So what that says is that their best
and their brightest are being wasted,"
he said.
Kirov, located 500 miles northeast
of Moscow, was closed to foreigners
until January. The teachers were the
first Americans in the area in more
than 40 years, he added.
"We were there to establish
educational ties and I think we
accomplished that," he said.
But while making friendships with
Russian educators, Gentile noticed a
big difference in the American and
Russian education systems.

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Dr. John Gentile site in his office among trinkets from his trip to
Russia.
"The biggest difference is that our
faculty is much more dedicated to
teaching than their faculty," Gentile
said. "In the classrooms, they might
teach harder lessons, but they don't
spend very much time doing it."
At JMU the faculty may work
about 40 hours a week, but in Russia
they work about seven hours weekly.
"Although this was a teacher
exchange program, the teaching
almost became secondary in the sense
that I was there learning about
Russia," Gentile said.
This learning also came from
Gentile's host family.
Gentile lived with Michael
Genadijavich Korolov, an economic
geographer, his wife Lena and their
eight-year-old daughter Jane.
According to Gentile, Lena
Korolov, a high school biology

teacher, said she used to worry about
the future, but now "the most
important thing is to stay alive."
Gentile said, "I teach because I
believe inside that I can make a
difference," but Lena Korolov teaches
only because it is her job.
Through these experiences. Gentile
said he's learned how to be a better
teacher.
"I learned more in my first three
hours in Russia than I have learned in
my entire life," Gentfle said.
Any faculty interested in the Hands
Across the Water program can contact
Dr. Gentile or write a letter to Erik
Mollenhauer, Director HAW, 606
Delsea Dr., Sewellj, N J. 08080.
"I recommend it without
reservation," Gentile said. "You can
go on a trip to Russia, but you'll never
get this."

Speaker urges audience to stop discrimination
by Christy DensJow
contributing writer

l/THE BREEZE

Jane EBott speaks to more
than 800 people Thursday
night about the discrimination
in the United States.
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The United States shouldn't follow
the melting pot theory, a speaker
against racism told more than 800
people in the PC Ballroom Thursday
night.
Jane Elliott, who has appeared on
"The Oprah Winfrey Show" and
"Donahue," said everybody should
"maintain their size, their shape, their
color, their flavor [and] their
identity."
Elliott said she doesn't believe in a
color-blind society. She said color is
an important difference in this
country.
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"Instead of tolerating people of
color, we had better recognize them,
appreciate them and value them," she
said.
Although she didn't perform her
well-known exercise on brown-eyed
and blue-eyed people, she did call for
audience participation.
At one point, she asked three JMU
students to join her on stage. The
audience pointed out obvious
differences between the four such as
height, age, sex and color. She then
named several stereotypes about each
difference and how those need to be
stopped.
Elliott also asked her audience to

look at the person next to them.
"If you're looking at a person
who's white, and if you were bom,
raised and schooled in this United
States of America," she said, "then
you're looking at another racist."
The United States is a racist
society, Elliott said. She pointed out
many examples of racism that she
said few people recognize.
For example, "nude" pantyhose is
the color of a white person's skin.
She urged her audience to phone the
company and ask it to change the
color's name.
And Elliott admitted she is a
ELLIOTT page 9
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Help available for JMU students
combating learning disabilities
learning disabilities entering college in
by Sharon Lovering
the future.
staff writer
The types of learning disabilities
The number of American college run the gamut — dyslexia, auditory
students "suffering in silence" from a processing, visual processing,
learning disability is growing, attention span problems and shortaccording to a recent study.
term memory problems.
But help is available at JMU for
Helping
student*
help
various problems including dyslexia,
short-term memory problems and themselves
Students with learning disabilities can
hearing difficulties.
A recent report by the American pose "a whole series of problems" for
Council on Education said that nearly professors, Minskoff said. Some
one in 11 college freshmen reported students need more time to take tests
having a disability in 1991.
and process the information.
Of those students 25 percent
"When allowed to take the time
reported having a learning disability, they often did a superior job," he said.
an substantial increase from IS Students with learning disabilities
percent in 1985.
have average to above-average
At JMU, 68 students reported intelligence with one or more very
having learning disabilities, according specific problems in learning, he said.
to Tracy Hakala, the coordinator for
"If a student doesn't speak up, we
the Office of Disability Services.
can't help them get a better grade,"
The number of students with Minskoff said. Learning disabilities
learning disabilities has increased are not curable, but "we can teach
since 1990 — "a little bit each year," them better to cope with it" They can
Hakala said. Students with learning help students use certain skills to pull
disabilities compose .6 percent of things together, so that they
JMU's population.
understand the material.
And Dr. Jerry Minskoff,
But "sometimes students get by
coordinator of the learning disabilities without anyone knowing." Other
concentration in the special education times students come to college
master's degree program, believes
DISABILITY page 9
there will be more students with

POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police reported
following:

the

Fee
• A fire was reported in the C-section
kitchen of Chappelear Hall at 1150
p.m. Nov. 11.
The small Maze was extinguished.
The fire reportedly started when
grease on a burner ignited.
Domestic Dispute
• Two Logan Hall residents
reportedly had a domestic dispute
after entering each others' rooms
uninvited at 2:45 p.m. Nov. 12.
The matter was referred to the hall
staff.
Assautt and Battery
• A person reportedly was assaulted
by four individuals on the south side
of J.M.'s Pub and Deli at 12:18 p.m.
Nov. 13.
The victim reportedly suffered
minor injuries.
Grand Larceny

LOG

• A VCR was reported stolen from
room 234A in Burruss Hall at 1:46
p.m. Nov. 12.
Petty Larceny
• A medium-sized black leather
jacket was reported stolen from the
microcomputer lab in Harrison Hall at
820p.m.Nov. 12.
• A black racing seat was reported
stolen from a black Nishiki mountain
bike at 3:05 p.m. Nov. 11.
The bite reportedly was locked to
a bike rack on the west side of
Showker Hall. The seat is valued at
$50.
Property Damage
• The rear windshield wiper of a
1982 Nissan was reportedly
damaged while parked on Newman
Drive at 11:10 a.m. Nov. 11.
The student car was reportedly
parked in a 15-minute parking area
Damage to the vehicle is estimated
at $25.

Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 1:52
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Syria and
PLO stall
peace talks
TEL AVIV — Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin charged Saturday that
Syrian President Hafez Assad, while
sitting at the negotiating table with
Israel, has undermined the peace talks
in recent weeks by permitting
Hezbollah guerrilla attacks in southern
Lebanon and encouraging Palestinian
opponents in the occupied territories.
In an interview in which he took a
pessimistic view of the outlook for the
talks with Syria and the Palestinians,
Rabin complained that Assad was
giving support to groups that have
vowed to disrupt the negotiations, in
some cases with violence. The talks
have bogged down recently, in part
because of renewed clashes in
southern Lebanon between Israeli
forces and the Iranian-linked Shiite
group Hezbollah.
Rabin also blamed Palestine
Liberation Organization Chairman
Yasser Arafat for putting the brakes
on Israel's talks with the Palestinian
delegation, and he said he believes all
the Arab delegations will go into a
holding pattern until President-elect
Bill Clinton takes office. Rabin said
he believes Clinton will continue to
support U.S. military aid to Israel
despite isolationist pressures at home.
Five months after his election on a
platform of accelerating the peace
talks, Rabin seemed to be taking stock
of a negotiating process under
increasing strain. He expressed
frustration with both the Syrian and
Palestinian negotiating partners as
well as with the structure of the
Madrid talks, and he said the region is
increasingly gripped by an arms race.
— Washington Post

WATCH

WORLD

^PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS ft
Department

Posi tions

Justice Department
State Department
Defense Department
Federal Trade Commission
Treasury Department
Executive Office
Education Department
Health & Human Services
Interior Department
Housing & Urban Development
Environmental Protection Agency
National Aeronautics &
Space Administration
Administration

227
186
50
50
39
25
18
18
18
13
13

3

With a new president ready
to take office in January,
presidential appointments
still remain a question.
Listed at left are the number
of jobs in several
departments appointed by
the president with Senate
confirmation.
Source: The Washington
Post, Nov. 11
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Statehood backers win seats
WASHINGTON — Statehood for
Puerto Rico, a volatile issue that died
in a Senate committee more than a
year ago, may be headed back to
Congress following the sweeping
victory by statehood supporters on the
Caribbean island earlier this month.
As a result of the startling defeat that
backers of Puerto Rico's current U.S.
commonwealth status suffered in the
Nov. 3 elections, a three-way
referendum on the island's future now
appears certain sometime next year.
If that vote follows the pattern of
this month's election, as many predict
it will, the result is likely to be a

petition to Congress to make the U.S.
possession the 51st state.
In what is regarded as a dramatic
change in Puerto Rican politics,
members of the New Progressive
Party, which has championed
statehood for Puerto Rico, swept into
office, ousting commonwealth
supporters in most cases.
The statehood backers captured the
governorship, both houses of the
legislature and the island's non-voting
member of Congress.
Three years ago, Puerto Rico's three
political parties, led by the PDP's
three-time
governor,
Rafael

Hernandez Colon, demanded that
Congress authorize a plebiscite on the
island's political future.
Several Senate Republicans argued
that the island's legislature could not
authorize such a vote on its own.
Hernandez Colon, who did not seek
reelection this year, and members of
the PDP replied that any referendum
without congressional backing would
be meaningless. Only Congress, the
governor said, could finally decide
whether the island should become
independent, become a state or remain
a self-governing U.S. commonwealth.
— Washington Post

Clinton follows Reagan's transition model
As President-elect Bill Clinton and his aides
develop a blueprint for their transition into power
and first 100 days in office, they find themselves
looking to a surprising role model: former President
Ronald Reagan and the Republican takeover of
government he led 12 years ago.
Reagan and Clinton diverge sharply on their
overall visions of the role of government and their
specific legislative prescriptions. But each launched
his presidency based in this central tenet: a pledge to
institute change that brings an improved economy as
the fundamental campaign promise to voters.
Reagan's use of the first year of his presidency to

fulfill that central campaign pledge is considered by
many a "how-to" for a new president. History shows
that a president's effectiveness is greatest during the
first months of his administration.
In 1981, Reagan achieved the largest tax cut in
history, dramatic cuts in domestic spending and the
biggest peacetime military buildup.
Now, Clinton is looking to adopt Reagan's tactics
as a means of undoing much of Reagan's legacy.
Clinton wants to drastically increase domestic
investment in the nation's roads, bridges and other
infrastructure as a spur to job growth and to cut
military spending as part of the post-Cold War build-

down.
"I think he's pretty impressed by the Reagan
model," although he is not looking exclusively to
Reagan's
performance,
said
Clinton's
communications director, George Stephanopoulos.
"Clearly, he's not Reagan," Stephanopoulos said.
But he added that Clinton is hoping to achieve what
Reagan did in a disciplined first-year program that
fundamentally altered the course of government:
"Focus on the economy, build public support for your
programs, make sure you don't get sidetracked by
side issues. All that will help bring Congress along."
— Washington Post
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STAR
PIZZA
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{ONLY$2.99 )
This week's special

Moji.-Fri.

1 ...$2.59 deli sandwich
(Kaiser, Bagel, Haogie, or French Bread)*
..JTont mtremml
..J'ttyUmml

(Extra Items 50<2 — Either size)
Free I)eliver\ With 2 Or More

l...$0.25 Frito-Laybag
1...16oz fountain soda

ll^ominf Wednesday
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Ems FOUR STAR HZH
433-377^
QQ
any large one I
item pizza
I
+ tax
(get two for
$11.99)
|
one coupon per order

For More Information, Call 289-9441

Order any size pizza
with as many as
four toppings between
5 p.m. and 8 p.m. and .
the price you pay is
the time you called. ■

LfUlltll..
11 AM-5 PM
Small 10" Pepperoni
S3
Medium 12" Pepperoni
S4

. 'iipun necessary

* Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE Skiing & Rentals!

limited delivery area
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•Special orders not accepted for
THIS promotion!

" Sell out comedy houses..."
" Standing room only at over 40
colleges..."

A.J. Jamal
December 7,1992
Wilson Hall
8 P.M.

I m FOUR STAR PIZZA
I Ip W >^
+ tax

I
I

433.3776

I

any large one
item pizza and I
four 16oz drinks |

As seen on:
The Arsenio Hall Show
Comic Strip Live
VH-1 Comedy Show
Showtime Comedy Break
NBC's Showtime at the Apollo
X4UPB

one coupon per order

limited delivery area I
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Lecture to include performance by acting
troupe:
Dr. Ralph Cohen, founder of the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express acting troupe, will speak about
the troupe and their summer tour on Nov. 16 in Duke
Hall, room A200 at 3 p.m. Some members of the
group will perform brief scenes from their
presentations. The event is sponsored by Sigma Tau
Delta, the English Society and the department of
English. Admission is free.

ssssa

Fight Tidbit
«USD A Proposal Requires a single
column
recommending
daily values for fat,
chotestrerol and
calories within a
range that varies
by age and
lifestyle. Some

President Bush will be asked to resolve an
impass between proposals by the FDA an
USD A to revise the country's food labeling
laws. Here are the choices...

an dilates
the importanee of
fat contest and
pandersto the
meatlObb;

• FDA ProposalRequires
manufacturers to list
how much of each
key nutrient
consumers should
eat in a given day. It
also requires a
second column
telling consumers
how much fat or
cholesterol would be
used up if they ate
&M question.
The USDA argues
that the 2.000 calone
a day standard this
proposal is based on
make
poultry-higher in fat
and
cholesterol-«eei
unhealthier than

Honor society sponsors symposium on
business careers:
Beta Gamma Sigma, the honor society in the
College of Business, will be holding the second
annual "Career Opportunities in Business
Symposium" Nov. 16-17 in Showker Hall. Freshmen
and sophomores are invited to attend the following
sessions to learn more about opportunities available
in the College of Business:
On Nov. 16, information on accounting will be
presented in G-S at 6 p.m. and a program describing
information decision sciences will be presented at 7
p.m. also in room G-S.
On Nov. 17, there will be presentations on finance
at 6 p.m. and marketing at 7 p.m. in room 105.
On Nov. 18, the symposium will feature programs
in economics at 6 p.m., international business at 6:45
p.m. and management at 7:15 p.m. in room G-5.
Town manager to speak at public
administration meeting:
Bob Holton, the town manager of Bridgewater,
will be speaking at the Nov. 17 Public
Administration Society meeting in Maury Hall, room
101 at 7 p.m. Holton will discuss "What is Public
Administration?''
Resource center sponsors women and
AIDS series:
"Voices," a series of events focusing on women
and AIDS, will be held Nov. 16-20 and is sponsored
by the Women's Resource Center.
Events include:
• On Nov. 16, there will be an information table on
the commons from 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. Rose Winters of
the Valley AIDS Network will speak on the social
implication of AIDS at the Women's Resource
Center at 7 p.m. in the basement of Logan Hall.
• "Fighting for Our Lives: Women Confronting
AIDS" will be presented at 7 p.m. on Nov. 17 and at
8 p.m. on Nov. 18 at the Women's Resource Center.
There will be a video and discussion which will
follow.
• On Nov. 18, Michelle Wilson, director of "The
Positive Woman" will speak in Chandler Hall,
Shenandoah Room at 8 p.m.

they are.

16 Tuesday
JMU NAACP general body meeting, WCC,
Allegheny Room, 7 p.m.
• Visiting Scholars Lecture, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
7 p.m. Dr. Larry B. Silver will present "Are We
Ovcrmedicating Our Youth: Child and Adolescent
Psychopharmacology."
• Mosier Fellowship Lecture, Chandler Hall,
Shenandoah Room, 7:30 p.m. Dr. Lennis Echterling
will present "Seven Years after the Flood: Hidden
Wounds, Hidden Healing." A reception will follow.

Wednesday

• Massage demonstration and discussion, Logan Hall,
Women's Resource Center, noon.
• Economics Career Planning Forum, Showker Hall,
room 105,3:30 p.m.
• Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m.
• SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.
• Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.
• Association of College Entrepreneurs meeting,
WCC, Allegheny Room, 8 p.m. Men interested in
being in the Men of Madison Calendar should attend.

18 Thursday

• Brown Bag Lecture Series, Hillcrcst House, noon.
Dr. Oris T. Griffin will present "Beating the Odds:
Black Students at White Colleges."
• Sociology/Anthropology Department Lecture
Series, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4 p.m. Dr. Zoltan Tarrj
will present The Frankfurt School: For and Against.'
• Madison Outing Club meeting, WCC, Piedmont
Room, 6:30 p.m.
• Harmony meedng, Jackson Hall, room 101,7 p.m.

• Europe in May program informational meeting,
Showker Hall, room 108.4:30 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Burruss Hall, room 39,
5-6:30 p.m.

HIGH: S0°

HIGH: 42°
LOW:

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

LOW:

30°
Partly Cloudy

HIGH: 45°

30°

LOW: 32°
Partly Cloudy
Source: WQPO/WSVA|
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/£&
Quality Catalogue &
Brand Name Clothing at
50% OFF the Regular Price, or
Better-Everyday!
HOLIDAY GIFT FAVORITES:
Bam Jackets*Hats, Gloves, Scarves
Sweaters'TurtleneckvRugbys
Shoes & Boots'Shirts*
Accessories And Much More...
FEATURING
"THE BEST OF BARR-EE":
Specially Selected 1st Quality Holiday
Gift Items, Gift Wrapped & Ready for
Giving! Stop by & Check it Out!

(0

l(o

including

Mac Draw II
MacPaint
Lotus 123

□

CLOTHING FOR MEN & WOMEN
1790 E MARKET STREET
NEXT TO KROGER . 432-0289

MacDrwH MacPaint
Student Edition of Lotus 123
and more...
limited quantities available
(computer hardware and
software available to JMU
sudcnts, faculty and staff only.)

PAID
STUDENT MARKETING MANAGER
Outgoing. sal.s oriinltd studenl needed
lir marketing/promotion position,
loan management skills and markoling
stiatogios while, implementing
on-campus promotions. Excellent pay.
Flaiibls hours. All work on campus.
AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
215 Weil Harmon
Seattle, WA 98119-4107
For more inlormtlion.
alt the (vent Mirketng deptrtment todiy
(100) 359 6676 i4103

MASSANIJTTEN

SKI SWAP

Nov. 21
Sponsored by
Massanutten Ski Patrol
8:00am - 4:00pm
10% OFF
EVERYTHING*
in Ski Sources
with JMU Student ID
Open 8:00am - 8:00pm
Ski Sources
Now Featuring
for 92 - 93
Atlantic Ski Packages
•Beginners - $219
•Intermediate - $309
Nordica 658 Boots
Soloman Bindings
Obermeyer & Nevica Ski wear
Scott & Bolle Goggles

Winter Heat Boot Heaters
Turtle Fur & Serius Accessories

GREAT DEALS ON GREAT MEALS!

EVERYDAY BEST PRICE!
EVERYDAY BEST VALUE!
pDl|'S

*l/4 IB. BURGER

[nUanmi.]
I meIpM betoft cooMng.

$1.00 OFF

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
G-ARDENSPOT
SALAD BAR OR
SUPERBAR

3468B

CHICKEN
CLUB COMBO

$3.99
Includes: Chicken Club Sandwich,
Medium Fries and Medium Soft Drink.

After 4:00 P.M. Only

n«m .■■>■ie»/e—eoioj 10,
0*EER EXPMES

1/10*3

r « ;nin
$8.99
Includes: Small Chili. Side Sated, Breadstick
and Medium Soft Drink.

'**" ■*■■■»

MM
CO4NO MMOU,

OfFEREXPMES

*M mm afif etfiar
ami m MMapM"!

«li

MEAL

$1.59
Includes: Jr. Hamburger, Small Fries,
6 oz. Soft Drink & 6 oz. Jr. Frosty

pnys

I/I0/O

OMISIWEI

mom

raco

CHICKEN
COMBO

SALAD

Includes: Grilled Chicken Sandwich,
Side Salad and Medium Soft Drink.

With purchase of Medium Soft Drink.

$3.99

$8.29

JiWs

Ski Repair Shop
Open 8:00am - 4*:30pm

WMBXG

ommurmtt won

: Kenny s
—"< ■■ —i«ume ■
OnillEVMCtv nwi

Wweye-S

■
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Disability

Elliott

CONTINUED from page 4

CONTINUED from page 3
racist. She said all white Americans
are taught to be racists.
There
is
no
"reverse
discrimination," Elliot said. She said
"white, Anglo-Saxon, Christian,
straight males" have always had
power over the rest.
She said she's been assaulted,
threatened with a knife, called
obscenities and received hate mail.
But none of these actions has
stopped her from speaking out against
racism.
Junior Brennan Daly, a mass
communication major, was impressed
with Elliott's determination.

wondering why they've always had
trouble studying and find out they
have a learning disability, he said.
Hakala said, "A lot of people think
[a learning disability is] a way to get
around the system." Sometimes the
other students think a learning
disability isn't a real problem because
it isn't visible.
A discussion group formed
recently for students with such
learning problems to get together and
just talk.
Hakala said the purpose of the
group and her office is to help the
students. She has contacted
professors to inform them of what a
learning-disabled student in their
class needs, and smoothed out
students' problems with professors.
Minskoff said JMU doesn't have
any special programs to fulfill
learning-disabled students' needs.
"That's one of the regrets I have," he
said.
Hakala said, "These students
succeed very well at JMU." They
meet the same criteria for admittance
as everyone else, graduate and get
jobs like other students, she said.
Two students deal with their
disabilities
Senior Becky Sitnik didn't know
she had dyslexia until she came to

JMU.
"In high school they told me I
didn't have [a learning disability]
because I was getting good grades,"
she said.
But when Sitnik came to JMU in
1989, she gave her high school test
results to the Office of Disability
Services where she was told she did
have a learning disability and would
receive the services she needed.
Another student helped by Hakala's
office is sophomore Kevin Bucher. He
has trouble with his short-term
memory and long-term memory,
causing problems with spelling and
grammar.
It also takes him longer to read
assignments. The average time for a
learning-disabled student to read an
assignment is three hours for every
one hour a regular student would
spend reading.
"I have to focus in on the material
a lot more," Bucher said He also has
to concentrate harder and look at the
professor more, so he takes a reduced
course load of 12 hours.
Bucher said he hopes JMU will
implement programs that will educate
the staff and student body about
learning disabilities.
And Hakala said she hopes to have
a disabilities awareness day in March
similar to the one held last semester.

"She is trying to make people
aware that we're caught up in this
fantasy world that there is no racism,
when there really is," she said.
Senior John Geddie, a political
science major, disagreed with some of
Elliott's views. Geddie said reverse
discrimination is present, but he said
that Elliott had many other good
points.
"I hope [her presentation] will help
me reexamine my behaviors toward
others," he said.
Elliott urged her audience to change
their behaviors.
"Do not let this go unchallenged,"
she said. "Make a difference, people."

Get the facts
about sexually
transmitted
National AIDS Hotline: 1 -800-342-AIDS
National STD Hotline: 1 -800-227-8922
National Herpes Hotline: 1-919-361-8488

Children's]
Book Week

©

Nov. 16th -22nd
20% Off All
Children's Books in Stock
20% Off All
Special Orders for
Children's Books
20% Off All
Puzzles

Large
2 Topping
Pizza for $7,88
CALL YOUR PAPA!

BmRAlTAID

o»
m

KARAOKE
NIGHT!!
Join us for a fan filled night of

entertainment. Sit back and enjoy or
take the mic and show us your stuff.
Remember prizes awarded for top three
performances. So grab a friend or come
alone, but be ready to have ton at Tully's.
2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Behind Vallev Mall

Daniel's Plaza
433-5151

433-PA PA
433-7272

702 E. MARKET ST.
(CORNER OF OLD FURNACE RD.)

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF DUKES BASKETBALL

Please help us to serve you better by
answering the following question:
How late would you like rapa John's to
deliver your pizza?
Sun.-Thur. O lam 02am
Fri. & Sat. O 3 am O 4 am a 5 am
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Restaurant

& Company

BALLROOM DANCE

I Wbrrm mstii> ttvma tm Hmw-ri*ombt*rK

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Come any Sunday for:
Introductory Workshop 2 - 3:30 p.m.
Intermediate Workshop 3:30-5 pjn-

CRAB FEST
EVERY WEDNESDAY

Walk-1 n's Welcome
Private instruction available
PRICES FOR STAY-NOT PER NIGHT!

AT

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

JOKER'S PUB

PANAMA CITY BEACH

5 ana 7 NICHTS

DAYTONA BEACH
5 AND 7 NICHTS

STEAMBOAT

MUSTANG ISLAND /
PORTARANSAS
5 AND 7 NICHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NICHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE

kPT** J\) plus tax
Each additional pound
$3.50 plus tax
from 5-10 p.m.

Get here early for the best seats!

J

77 E. Muka Swx* Downtown Hirruonburg

5 AND 7 NICHTS

2 5 AND 7 NICHTS

1»>- of SNOW CRAB LEGS
French Fries & Slaw

'109

(Mlfor information
Studio-433-7127
and/or Instructor, John LaKatch
Home -432-1415

5 AND 7 NICHTS

..•If

.Hn
'132
'121
'14$)

i2tti Annual

Party!

TOIL WK MFOMMTION S RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

ANNOUNCEMENT
Greyhound Lines, Inc., would
like to announce the relocaton
of our agency at 774 E. Market
Street to the Harrisonburg
Travel Center, formerly known
as the Harrisonburg Truck
Stop, located at 3355 S. Main
Street,
Harrisonburg,
VA
22801. We will continue our
four schedules of two runs
north and two runs south daily.
Should you need further
information,
please
call
703-434-8052. We are open
24 hours daily.

We Can Put
Money in Your
Pockets.
Ask Us How.
Experience Ashby Crossing's
>It's not too early to get
•Individual leases
•Fully furnished apartments
apartments for 93-94!
•24 hour maintenance service
•Volleyball & basketball courts
•Apply by Dec. 31st and
•Weight room
get this year's rates!
•Double beds
1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001 Office Hours: 9-5 Monday-Friday
*£S?
Listen to Swervyn Mervyn's "Reagan Years" on 88.7 WXJM from 11pm to lam Wed, night - sponsored by Ashby Crossing.
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Groups aim for African awareness
by Sharon Lovering
-

staff writer

Awareness is essential to
understanding,
as
students
demonstrated last week by promoting
African culture through a fashion
show and ethnic dancing.
JMU's chapter of the National
Students' Support Council for Africa
was formed and recognized by JMU
last semester. It now has about 20
active members — men and women of
all.races, according to NSSCA
president Irene Kofi.
Kofi said the group "got together to
bridge the gap between Africans and
African-Americans. [There are] a lot
of misunderstandings between the
groups.*'
Treasurer Napoleon Ibiezugbe said
the group focuses on understanding
Africa. Ibiezugbe, originally from
Nigeria, said he joined because he
wanted people to understand his
culture. He wants to "try to educate
people about Africa," and let people
educate him by their experiences here.
There "needs to be a bond between
these different cultures," he said.
"Our main goal is, first of all,
education," he said. "Education is the
key to living peacefully."
Africa is a continent, Ibiezugbe
said, not a country, and the countries
within it are all diverse. He stressed
the importance of "understanding their
culture" — not thinking of the people
as strange for the things they do.
Africans "want to keep up the
traditions set by their ancestors many
years ago," he said.
The group is trying to bring
elements of African culture to JMU,
and the recent fashion show for more
than SO people demonstrated what
people wear in Africa.
It's "another way to reach the
people," she said. "It's another way of
learning... about a culture."
Ibiezugbe said, "You can't learn
from just hearing it. You have to see
for yourself."
The show's fashion designer, Janet
Anyang-Kusi, originally from West
Africa, is a professional designer who
owns a shop in Alexandria. She made
the outfits shown at the event, and
said it took her six hours to design and
sew them, including the two that were
raffled off to audience members. •
NSSCA meets every other
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in Keezell
Hall, room 105, and talks about
different African countries.
She said the JMU group's goal is to

Photos by RYAW KETCHUM/THE BREEZF

Day featured dances performed by West African and
Below, senior Erika McCulough perform* in a tribal dance.
send two people to the national
council's convention in Washington,
D.C. next semester. NSSCA's national
goal is to have three students from
each region go to its summit in Africa,
held in a different country every year.
But NSSCA isn't the only JMU
group working to educate students
about African culture.
Sigma Gamma Rho sponsored

African Culture Day last week. It
featured a group of West African and
African-American students who
performed dances from Ghana,
including Aabagba, Kota and other
northern dances.
'The goals were to make people
more aware of African-American
culture and foster a greater
appreciation for African-American

culture," president Andrea Brown
said. "They really enjoyed it," she said
of the small audience. People have

come up to me and commented [on it].
It impacted those members of the
audience that were there."
Brown has not seen much of a
difference on campus in appreciation
for African-American culture, but she
has noticed that other groups are
following the trend of exploring
various aspects of the culture.
"There is a wave toward celebration
of African-American culture on
campus," Brown said, "especially
from African-American students."
Senior Tracey Tynes also
performed in the dances and said, "It's
something people don't get to see.
"It's very important because that's
part of my heritage."
"Out of all the dances I've learned,"
she said, "I've found [African dance]
the most interesting."
Senior Erika McCullough said, "I
like to dance, so that was an
opportunity for me."
She saw the dance as important in
preserving African culture.
"If you have an opportunity to
connect where you came from with
what you're doing now, it's always
important. If we acknowledge the
diversity of people in this country and
all over the world, then we can
acknowledge what people have to
offer."
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"What is yourfavorite James Taylor song and why?"
"Sweet Baby James"
"It's a hell of a nice song."
Julie Monrad, junior
"Valentine's Day"
"I'm positive he won't play it. I like it
because it's simple. But, it's really cool."
Rich Nelson, senior
"Copperline"
"It's kind of mellow and calm."
Randy Dunn, senior
"Fire and Rain"
"It's really a sad-ass song. It reminds you
how sad life is."
Steve Williams, junior

"Fire and Rain"
'It reminds me of real life and how bad
things can happen."
Debbie Diaz, junior
"Walking Man"

'I like it because it's kind of different from
his other songs."
Anja Schmidt, senior
"Fire and Rain"
'I like it because I sang it at karaoke in an
Irish pub."
Kip Kelly, freshman

"Carolina In My Mind"
'I spent spring break in Wilmington and
one night I was watching the stars and
some dolphins playing in the
ocean and that song came on.
It reminds me of that time."
Francine Janz, senior
"You've Got A Friend"
'I like it because it applies to everybody
— whether you're a guy or a girl.
Everybody has someone out there for
them."
Ellen Stern, senior
"Carolina In My Mind"
"It's where I live."
Ashley Austin, junior
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"aylor 'steamrolls' crowd at Convo
by Vince Rhodes
assistant arts editor
W Then James Taylor arrived at
\i JMU, he was suffering from
T vocal problems. When
:tators finally filed out of the
rday night concert after sceaming
cheering for more than two
s, they probably had sore throats
eir own.
ylor started the concert with a
pliment to the crowd. "Doggonit,
re awfully pretty," he told the
ly packed Convocation Center.

E V I E W
id the spectators returned the
pliment. Taylor humbly bowed
accepted cheers, applause, shouts
rbu're the man, JT!" and offers to
his children. When the accolades
me too much, Taylor would begin
ext song.
le audience member even went as
s shouting, "JT for president." The
mable singer rewarded him with a
> and the middle finger,
tingly, Taylor asked the crowd
t Convo was a dorm. "Nah, it
s kind of like where I live," he
"It must be the furniture."
appy one-liners and the
irmers' clothing characterized the
back show. Taylor appeared in
silk slacks and a simple white twhile some of his band and backngers sported jeans, tie-dyes and
n down shirts. Mellow music met
energy and tight harmonies for a
mic concert.
spite throat problems that forced
o postpone his concert and cancel
ia interviews, Taylor seemed
fected by vocal problems as he
tlessly sang greatest hits as well
on-to-be classics from his latest
n "New Moonshine."
los turned sing-along on old
ites such as "How Sweet It Is;"
and Rain;" and "You've Got A
d." And, Taylor hammered the
d with his ever-popular
nroller.
ivored with images and

memories from his home state,
"Copperline" and "Carolina In My
Mind" met with boisterous approval
from the riveted audience. Some
spectators even danced in the aisles.
Straying slightly from his usual

repertoire, Taylor
made JMU a guinea
pig for his cover of
country singer George
Jones' "She Thinks I
Still Care." The crowd
let Taylor know that
the experiment
was a success.
But the magic
wasn't just in the
lyrics — vivid facial
expressions
and
soulful
voca
improvisation added
fresh variety to
Taylor's
familiar
tunes, garnering the
artist appreciative
applause.
Amazing artists in
their own right,
JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE
Taylor's
back-up
swaying and cheering and some were
singers also brought emotion and even fortunate enough to shake hands
finesse to the with Taylor.
performance.
He closed like he began. "Y'all are a
Taylor even fine audience," he said as he and his
stepped back band applauded the crowd.
on a few songs,
"I was just in North Carolina which
content to share the is my home state, " he said to the
spotlight for a while. The audience. "You make the people there
singers demonstrated their skill look like they were carved out of
and unity in an acapella wood!"
rendition of an
Irish folk song.
As
the
concert ended,
thunderous
applause and foot
stomping rocked
the
building
while lighters
glowed from a
sides of the hall.
The din was
convincing
enough to bring
Taylor and his
band back out for
two
separate
encores.
His
return
triggered a rush
CRAIG NEWMAN/THF BREEZE
on the stage.
Spectators James Taylor played at the JMU Convocation Center Saturday
swarmed in front night despite problems with his throat. His original CXtober
of the performer concert date was cancelled due to these problems.
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Dart
A BIG FAT dart to the members of the
administration and the faculty who were too
good to attend Jane Elliot's seminar. I'm sure
you are happy with your position and
performance, but I'm not! I've seen that
multiculturalism is only paper thin at JMU.
Sent in anonymously.

Pat...

Everyone discriminates
People don't like to think of themselves as
racists. But if we took Jane Elliott's now
famous brown-eyed, blue-eyed test or
listened to her speak, we should realize that
we probably are all racists.
In fact, when she spoke to an overflowing PC
Ballroom Thursday, Elliott herself admitted she is a
racist, but said that she is trying to change. Since
Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination, Elliott has
been speaking to audiences in the United States in an
effort to make people more aware of prejudice and to
urge them to put aside the stereotypes they are
brought up with.
In response to her efforts, Elliott said she has been
the victim of personal attacks and assaults. Many
people feel threatened by the truth — that there is an
inequality in the United States that is perpetuated by
discriminatory attitudes. No matter how many people
want to deny it, discrimination exists at all levels of
our society.
Elliott, however, also claims there is no such thing
as "reverse discrimination." According to her
argument, minorities cannot discriminate because
they are not in a position of power.
To assume that minorities do not have any power
is discriminatory in itself. Granted, white males hold
most of the power in American society. Granted,
males are most often guilty of discrimination
because they are in a position to do so. But the power
structure in this country is not controlled by all white
males — it is controlled by a select few wealthy.
ChristyMianfau

Editorial PoJic

white males in high corporate and political positions.
But just as not all black males are poor, not all white
males are wealthy influential members of our
society.
All people, regardless of what group they belong
to or how much power they have, are capable of
discriminating against others.
Discrimination is not a one-way street. We all
have our prejudices, whether we realize them or not.
We've all participated in the unspoken segregation at
D-hall. At most parties, members of the opposite
race usually are scarce. In our classes, people of the
same race usually sit together.
Problems like these will never be solved until
they're recognized and accepted. As Elliott said, we
all are different and we should celebrate those
differences. But those differences shouldn't keep us
apart as they have for so many years.
Elliott told students that they have the power to
change, mentioning that she was impressed by the
sheer number of students who packed the ballroom
for her lecture. These students, and those who were
turned away, are all open to change. But attending a
lecture and being open to change is different from
working for change.
We all — black, white, male and female — have
to work together to stop racism.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

To the JMU campus cadets and members of
the Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity for their hours of
service during our recent Jail and Bail fund
raising event. It is only through the cooperation
and support of volunteers such as you, that this
event is possible. To date, we have raised nearly
$12,000 to go toward funding programs of
cancer research, education and patient services.
Sent in by Mar go Kwalek and Bill Holt, cochairs of the Jail and Bail fundraising event for
the Harrisonburg/Rockingham unit of American
Cancer Society.

Dart.,
A see ring, hot dart to D-Hall for-keeping the
heat up so high that we students are made to
sweat while we eat. When I walk out of the
cafeteria, I've been fried, instead of my food!!!
Sent in by a very hot and bothered student.

Pat...
To the Records office for their ability to send
out transcripts so quickly when students need
them, even in the confusion of class registration.
Thank you!
Sent in by Erica Freihage, a senior trying to
get applications out!

Dart...
To Breeze cartoonist W.C. Cundriff. You've
been milking this "Lies of College" theme for
two weeks now. Get another idea and get hep,
cat!
Sent in by Mark Comtek.

Pat...

QayleCohen...managing etitor (jnmtkrding...opinionedaor

A congratulatory pat to the men's soccer team
for winning the Colonial Athletic Association
Championship giving them an automatic bid
into the NCAA Division I playoffs.The Dukes
deserve praise for their excellent success this
season.

Letter* to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 word*, and will be published on a space available bans.
They must be delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the- newspaper,
rhi* staffs or
James Madison 'University,
'"■•'■
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Letters to the Editor
Breeze's biased opinion page
highlights 'misguided liberals'

UPB apologizes for limiting
attendance at Elliott program

To the

To the editor:
On behalf of the University Program Board, I am
writing in regards to the Jane Elliott program. We would
like to personally apologize for not being able to admit
everyone that was interested in attending her presentation
on Thursday. Certain stipulations prohibited us from
accommodating a larger audience. After filling capacity, we
were forced to deny admission due to fire and safety
regulations.
Furthermore, we were not able to get a bigger venue
because of all the other facilities were being used that night
and Elliott was only available for that night. Venues to
accommodate larger programs on the JMU campus are
difficult to obtain and reserved due to lack of facilities and
other interested parties.
Jane Elliott, however, was elated that so many JMU
students were interested in seeing the show. She said
afterwards that her appearance here at JMU has given her
confidence that the youth of today are very concerned about
the problems of discrimination and finding a solution. Your
response has made a difference! In order to avoid this
problem again, please contact the UPB office if you intend
to bring a large group to one of the programs or if you have
any questions.
Again we apologize for the inconvenience and hope you
give us your continued support

This letter is being written to express my feelings on
the incredibly liberal page of letters to the editor in the
Nov. 9 issue of The Breeze. I do not feel that this page was
presented fairly because there were no different viewpoints
on die subject presented. Granted that the week before
there were two pro-Bush letters, but they were in regular
form instead of "pretty little" form you made for "the
liberal page." This whole concept could have been done
more tastefully if you had opposing viewpoints on the same
page mat would enable the reader to compare.
The next thing that I will address is a reality check for
those misguided liberals out there. The majority of the
American population did not choose Slick Willie as the
new president, because only four out of 10 people voted for
him.
The truth about Bill Clinton's environmental record is
that he gallantly led Arkansas to the worst environmental
record of all the 50 states. Then there is that little issue of
character (of which Willie has none). The liberals
downplayed character as if it was not an issue, but to
borrow a quote from "The Rush Limbaugh Show," "If
character is not an issue, then why isn't Ted Kennedy
president?" That quote says it all.
Finally, it is time to address something that none of the
liberal letters even mentioned. Bill Clinton is going to tax
this country dry. Good ole Willie actually dunks that the
American people want big government and to be taxed,
even though the people said otherwise on election day.
There were about 10 or IS state referendums on various
ballots to raise taxes and every single one of them was
defeated by the voters. Hey Willie, if you can hear me, take
a hint.
So I am trying to tell the JMU population that they
better start getting ready for double digit inflation and
interest rates going through the roof, which will make loans
all but impossible, because President-elect Carter's (in
about two years you won't be able to tell the difference
between the two either) plans are geared to do this. Good
luck to all who will attempt to find jobs under this new
liberal administration.
Christian Tennant
accounting

Brian Correia
UPB

Serena Rkci
executive chair, UPB

Breeze article on First Right
abortion speaker not balanced
To the editor:
I would like to congratulate The Breeze on, once again,
living up to their reputation of being a liberal, unobjective
news publication that does not represent all JMU students.
I'm referring to the article written by Melissa Campbell on
Nov. 12 "First Right guest speaker talks on 'immorality of
abortion'."
The article starts out with "A handful of students...,"
I'd like to know exactly how you define "handful." I have
yet to see anyone fit 52 people in their hands. The Breeze
has consistently underestimated the attendance at First
Right's special events.

Also, toward the end, the article stated a student's
question to the speaker and neglected to include the
speaker's response to that question. I think that is a very
unprofessional way to write an article.
So, here it is. In response to junior Michelle McCord's
assumption that "eliminating abortion would result in large
numbers of unwanted children" and her question, "are the
pro-life activists ready to adopt all of these children?,"
Fiona Givens said, "there will not be 1.6 million unwanted
children ... because women simply won't be aborting ...
they and their partners will be much more responsible. Also
there are two million couples waiting to adopt babies in the
United States and there are no babies to adopt."
If our country does not even protect the rights of the
most innocent and defenseless human beings in our society,
who's going to be next?
SheenaTasbot
co-president of First Right

JMU Martin Luther King, Jr.
Celebration begins planning
To the editor:
On behalf of the Martin Luther King Jr. celebration
committee, we would like to inform you that the sixth
annual JMU Martin Luther King Jr. celebration is about to
begin. The annual celebration will take place on Jan. 18.
Once again we are requesting the assistance of all JMU
students and organizations in the planning of this
celebration in honor of a renowned and revered man. In our
efforts to plan this program and make it one of the most
successful we are asking that each individual make a
sincere effort to take part in the preparation of the Martin
Luther King Jr. celebration sponsored by the Office of
Multicultural Student Services.
The committee meetings will be held every Monday
beginning on Nov. 16 in the Warren Campus Center,
Piedmont Room at 6 p.m. We will be discussing all
activities related to the upcoming celebration in January.
Only through the efforts of many can this momentous
occasion be successful.
If you are unable to attend these meetings please
contact Kim at x4822 or Thomas at 432-0606. Thank you
for your cooperation.
Thomas E. Rivers, Jr.
marketing
senior

Kimberry J. Fortune
human communication
sophomore

Courage, not just talk, will bring change
For years, political nerds like myself will
remember the most important theme of campaign
'92— "change." As Bush said, "to be for change is
like being for breathing." True. We all want
change. But it was the manner in which the
Arkansas governor articulated this cry: "Do we
have the courage to change?" Believe it or not, the
theme of this column is not change, it's courage.
Out of our presidential choices, Ross Perot was
the only one with real political courage. What
politician in his right mind would advocate a 50cent gasoline tax? Perot's message was one of
"shared sacrifice," much more courageous than
Clinton's plan to make "the rich pay their fair
share."
But American politics isn't the only arena
where courage is lacking. Closer to home, we had
a bond referendum and (even closer) the student
government's decision to dump the United States
Student Association.
Did the administration or its student surrogates
have the courage to present the consequences of
the bond initiative?
Answer Of course not While I voted for all
three bonds (you're welcome Dr. Carrier),
questions linger. During tough economic times,
the state will now move further into debt — that's

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Jim Acosta
what bonds do. Virginians will have to pay it off
somehow and (here are doubts that current revenues
will suffice. Nobody will admit that taxes might be
raised.
These bond measures also do nothing to ease the
financial burden on the students or their families who
are grappling with skyrocketing higher education
costs. Freshmen, read this carefully. When the
current senior class arrived in Harrisonburg three
years ago, we paid more than $1,500 less to attend
JMU. Once you become seniors, don't be surprised
when in-state tuition and fees run you about $9,000 a
year.
Finally, we have the courage void in the student
government senate. A few weeks ago, our peer
leaders passed legislation withdrawing the SGA from
USSA. The basis of this decision was the liberal
views, excuse me, Marxist past, of this lobbying
group. Cold warriors in the senate, using unfounded
rumors that USSA had communist links, shot down

the most powerful student organization in the
country. From what I understand, this action has
been in the works since last spring. The plan was
to pack the SGA with Madison Reviewers, then
mobilize enough support to pass legislation
canceling membership. Who did these senators
have in mind when they dumped USSA? Certainly
not the average JMU student
Now that the Cold War is over and supply-side
economics are under the gun, many young
conservatives are fighting a "religious" and
"cultural war." Last month, the battlefield was the
SGA. If the social right continues to reign supreme
among conservatives and Republicans (many of
whom I am close friends with), the GOP is going
to look less like the institution founded by
Abraham Lincoln and more like the 700 Club. It's
up to mainstream Republicans and conservatives to
rescue their ideology.
"Do we have the courage?" is the most
important question to the future of our generation.
We must have the strength to challenge politicians,
administrators, and student leaders to think anew.
It's about courage. It's about time.
Jim Acosta has the courage to host a weekly show
on WXJM called "Talk."
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In Person
Poetry reading gives writers forum of expression
by Craig Newman
contributing writer

Sight, sound and poetry will merge for the
performance of Alastor in Person on campus
Wednesday.
Alastor in Person, the live performance
companion to the English Society's one-year-old
literary magazine Alastor, might change some
people's attitudes.
The name Alastor comes from the preface to poet
Percey Shelley's "Spirit of Solitude.''
Shelley wrote, "Alastor represents a youth of
uncorrupted feelings and genius led forth by an
imagination inflamed and purified through
familiarity with all that is excellent and majestic to
the contemplation of the universe.'*
According to English Society President Mike
Everton, the group originally "just wanted to start a
publication solely for literature, not as much a forum
for all the arts."
But because of the the large number of
submissions, the English Society decided to give
live readings in the fall and publish the journal in
the spring.
"We didn't have enough money to do the
magazine twice a year," said sophomore Robert
Knit, the Alastor in Person program head. "We
wanted to have another major program for the fall
semester, maybe something multidisciplinary."

The result, Alastor in Person^ is being billed as a
"performance journal." Emceed by English
department head David Jeffrey, six readers will have
10 to 15 minutes each to do a formal reading of their
work. In addition to the reading, most artists will
have either live acoustic music, a slide presentation
or both to accompany their work.

"Anybody who has a bad
image of poetry will want
to come — it won't be the
typical Shakespearean
sonnet."
Robert Krut
sophomore
Readers were chosen from a group of about 20
applicants by a seven member editorial panel made
up of the society members.
Three board members, including Krut, freshman
Kimberly Beach and society vice president Angie
Blake, were chosen as readers. The board selected
three other artists to participate — seniors Joseph

SKI FOR CREDIT
^i^

Year XVII

MASSANUTTEN
Pre-register now for PE 131 (Elementary), PE 231
(Intermediate), or PE 331 (Advanced) courses
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule.

When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
l-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS
NEW state-of-the-art snowguns to
open DIAMOND JIM as soon as possible

$132 ($156 with rental equipment)
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management.
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, Januar> 12 *A late fee of $10
will be charged to all students who do not attend this meeting
Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed

For further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes, Kincsiology Department
Phone 568-3949

Komik, CA. Sherman and Gayle Cohen.
The readers have backgrounds ranging from
creative writing to scriptwriting to journalism and
will be reading both prose and poetry. Several of the
readers will be presenting their work to an audience
for the first time.
"I'm maybe a little nervous," Beach said. "Well,
maybe a lot nervous. I'm not sure what's going to
happen."
Others like Blake are veteran public speakers.
She has participated in an Acoustic Poetry
Experience reading at the Little Grill.
"I was extremely nervous," Blake said of her
initial reading experience. But Blake has since
warmed to the format saying, "It was like a
translation of my poems into a visual medium."
The Alastor in Person program also appeals to
her.
"It's a neat idea, having a famous painting
hanging behind me while I read, having my writing
associated with classic art," she said.
Krut sees the performance as a way to change the
image many people have of poetry.
"Anybody who has a bad image of poetry will
want to come," said Krut, "It won't be the typical
Shakespearean sonnet"
Alastor in Person will run in Duke Hall, room A100
at 8 pjn. Wednesday. A $1 admission cost will be
donated to the Little Grill Soup Kitchen.
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Blue Devils down JMU 3-0 in NCAA's
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Senior Brian Albrecht played Ms final game for JMU Sunday.

DURHAM, N.C.— A season of good
bounces brought the JMU men's
soccer team to the NCAA tournament
for a showdown with the Duke Blue
Devils. But Sunday No. 11 Duke
ushered them out of the tournament in
the first round, 3-0.
"It was a case of the ball not
bouncing our way," senior goalkeeper
Joe O'Carroll said. "Earlier in the
year, those bounces would've gone
our way."
After giving up only four goals in
the first half all season long, JMU was
victimized by their own mistakes, as
the Blue Devils jumped out to an early
2-0 lead.
It was a lead the Dukes could never
overcome as the Blue Devils were
able to control play and shut down
JMU's offensive advances for the
remainder of the half and the second
half of the contest as well.
In the game's opening moments,
the JMU defense couldn't clear the
ball and Duke's T.D. Rolf intercepted
a pass and assisted A.J. Siebeneck
who blasted the ball passed O'Carroll

into the upper-left handcomer of the
goal only 31 seconds into the first
half.
JMU was then victimized by
another bad bounce at the 19:43 mark.
Rolf's shot bounced off JMU junior
forward Chris Maltese and into the net
to give the Blue Devils a comfortable
2-0 advantage that they took into
halftime.
JMU was able to mount some
offense before the end of the half.
With about 22 minutes left, freshman
midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen blasted
a direct free kick on goal, but Blue
Devil goalie Garth Lagerwey made
the save. The Dukes had a chance on
the rebound, but the shot was pushed
wide.
The Dukes best opportunity came
three minutes later, when Kankkunen
broke free 15 yards out but Lagerwey
was once again able to stymie the
scoring opportunity.
"You can't spot a team like Duke a
two-goal lead," coach Tom Martin
said. "We had three good chances but
their keeper came up big."
JMU came out after the
SOCCER page 18

Dukes season ends with 41-37 loss;
McLeod breaks JMU receiving record
by Ian Record
senior writer
In a game that painfully symbolized JMU's plight
the entire season, the Dukes blew yet another lategame lead, losing to Central Florida in Orlando 4137 Saturday.
JMU's comeback attempt fell short as senior
quarterback Eriq Williams' pass was intercepted by
the Knights with only two minutes remaining in the
game.
The tough loss left the frustrated 4-7 Dukes
wondering what went wrong with a team that
advanced to the second round of the Division I-AA
playoffs only a year ago.
"It's very discouraging," JMU head coach Rip
Scherer said. "I feel really bad for the seniors. But
the kids played hard and I am proud how they kept
coming back. We just came up a little bit short."
Coming up a little bit short describes the season
the Dukes have had. In their six losses against I-AA
opponents this year, the Dukes have been on the
short end by an average of only six points.
The Dukes jumped out to an early 14-0 lead on an
eight-yard run by senior tailback Kenny Sims and a
13-yard touchdown pass from Williams to junior
receiver David McLeod. Sims finished the contest
with 179 yards on 35 carries, ending the season with
1,157 yards.

i .= MUmUM

Central Florida halved the lead going into the
locker room, trailing 14-7. But the Knights exploded
in the third quarter, scoring 21 points for a 28-17
lead — including two touchdowns in a 15-second
span.
"We just didn't execute when we had to," Scherer
said. "You can't turn the ball over four times and
expect to win against a team like Central Florida."
JMU's defense again made the opposing offense
look awesome, allowing an unbelievable 632 total
yards. Sophomore Knight quarterback Darin
Hinshaw completed 25 of 46 passes for 378 yards
and three touchdowns while freshman running back
Gerrod Davis piled up 170 yards.
The Dukes fought back to take a 29-28 lead before
the teams traded touchdowns, setting up Hinshaw's
winning throw to junior receiver Bret Cooper with
less than three minutes left.
It was a game to remember for McLeod, who,
with seven grabs, eclipsed NFL standout Gary
Clark's JMU single-season reception record with 58
catches. McLeod, who finished the year with 933
yards, almost broke Clark's season yardage record,
falling short by 25 yards.
"I am proud of the seniors individually, but this is
a team game," Scherer said. "Having a record of 4-7
is disappointing for them and disappointing for me.
They deserve better than that"
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CRAIC NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

David McLeod caught seven passes to
give him 58 for the year, a JMU record.
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Soccer
CONTINUED from page 17

intermission needing a comeback, but the Blue
Devils prevented any rally by packing their defense
back and shutting down the frustrated JMU offense
for the rest of the agme..
"We were only down 2-0 and 45 minutes is still a
lot of time," Martin said. "We wanted to play our
game and get back into it one goal at a time."
Duke, whose top scorer Chris Yankee was out
with an injured ankle, counter-attacked at the 72minute mark when midfielder Scott Hargrove was
able to beat three defenders and O'Carroll to widen
the margin to 3-0.
From that point on, JMU was unable to come up
with much on the offensive end, managing only one
shot on goal for the entire second half of play, fortyfive minutes later, time ran out on the game and the
JMU season.
The Dukes' final record was 17-4-1, tying the
school record for wins in a season with the 1991
club. JMU was ranked 10th in the final national
coaches poll. Martin was pleased with the team's
season.
The game closes out the career of seniors Brian
Albrecht, O'Carroll, Kevin Born, Ivan Sampson,
Duncan Satchell and Jeff Todd.
Sampson finishes his career as JMU's third alltime goal scorer with 30, and fifth in career scoring
with 71 points.
"We're happy — proud of our kids," Martin said.
"We thought this might be a rebuilding year but we
got our kids playing well at the right time. Very few
teams end the season on a winning note, but we had
a good year."

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Senior Kevin Bern (2) attempts to head the ball, but the Duke goalie grabs the loose baH.
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Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second
Pizza At 1/2 Price!
For Delivery Call:
433-4800
For Dine-In/'Carryout Visit
78 South Caiiton St

2485 South Main St

434-0676

433-1821
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
Men's cross country
finishes seventh
The men's cross country team finished
seventh at the NCAA Region II Championships
held on Saturday in Bethlehem, Pa.
The top finisher for the Dukes was Chris
Straub, who came in 27th place with a time of
31:22.7 in the District 2 race. Other JMU
finishers were Matt Holthaus (31:25.5), Tom
Jeffrey (31:42.1), Phil Dickenson (32:23.2), Jeff
Thompson (3226.0). Chris Baker (32:34.6), and
Dave HoUiday (32:43.5).
Villanova came in first place in the field of
ten teams. Louie Quintanna of Villanova won
the race with a time of 29:57.

Women's swimming moves
record to 3-1
The women's swimming and diving team
swam its way to an easy victory on Saturday,
defeating American University in Washington,
D.C. with the score of 162-81.
Both relay teams were successful. The JMU
quartet of Brinser, Bultema, Walker, and David
won with a time of 3:59.43 in the 400 medley
relay.
In the 400 freestyle relay Simmons,
Fitzmaurice, Andrews, and McDonnell came in
at 3:4030
The diving team was not as fortunate, with
American's Genna Weiss winning both the onemeter and three-meter events with scores of
231.3 and 243.68, respectively.
The team will next meet up with Old
Dominion on Saturday at 2 p.m.

Men's swimming drowns
American
The men's swimming and diving team was
also successful on Saturday, emerging
victorious with a score of 140-104 over
American University.
Like the women, both relay teams came out
on top while the diving squad dropped both
competitions. Pozzolini, Powell, Gabriele, and
Ball teamed up for a win in the 400 medley
relay, while Boles Pozzolini, Doetsch, and
Caldwell won in the 400 free relay.

Women's volleyball win two
at Invitational
The women's volleyball team came away
with two wins and one loss Thursday and Friday
at the Connecticut Invitational Tournament in
Storrs, Connecticut.
After losing the first game, JMU fought back
on Thursday to defeat Providence 14-16,15-5,
15-11,15-12. They were again victorious in
their first match on Friday, beating Connecticut
15-12,16-14,10-15,15-10.
The Dukes were swept, however, by St.
Bonaventure 15-5,15-10,16-14.
The team will next head for the CAA
Championships in Greenville, NC, Nov. 20-21.
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JMU Results
FOOTBALL
Nov. 14
Orlando, Ha.
Central Florida 41, JMU 37
Scoring summary:
UCF
0 7 21
JMU
7 7
3

13—41
20 — 37

First Quarter
JMU — Sims 8 run (Weis kick)
Second Quarter
JMU — McLeod 13 pass from
Williams (Weis kick)
UCF — Blake 1 run (Grilla lack)
Third Quarter

30-3-199. UCF, Hinshaw 25-4610:38.42
2-378, Whittemore 1-1-0-2.
200 freestyle- McDonnell (JMU)
RECEIVING — JMU, McLeod 1:55.95
7-132, Allen 3-32, Woolever 250 freestyle- David (JMU) 24.90
20. Agee 1-6. UCF. Rhodes 5200 Individual medley- Sirey (A)
127, Whittemore 4-27, Cooper 7- 2:10.40
77, Thow 3-14, Dickinson 4-42,
One-meter diving- Wiess (A)
Davis 1-17, Bennett 1-11, Wouda 231.3
1-65.
200 butterfly- Walker (JMU)
MEN'S SOCCER
2:09.01
100 freestyle- David (JMU)
Nov. 15
53.96
Durham, NC
200 backstroke- Brinser (JMU)
Duke 3, JMU 0
2:09.69
NCAA Tourn., 1st round
500 freestyle- McDonnell (JMU)
5:09.88
Goals—Duke: Siebeneck :31,
Three-meter diving- Weiss (A)
own goal 19:43, Hargrove 71:30 243.68
Shots—JMU 7, Duke 7
200 breastroke- Zipf (JMU)
Saves—Duke: Lagerway 2, JMU: 2:26.97
0'Carroll2
400 freestyle relay- JMU, 3:40.50
Records—JMU 17-4-1, Duke 14MEN'S
3-2

SWIMMING & DIVING

UCF — Blake 1 run (Grilla kick)
UCF — Thow 23 run (Grilla

MEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD

kick)

Nov. 14
Bethlehem, Pa.
NCAA Region II
Championships

JMU —Weis 37 FG
UCF — Wouda 65 pass from
Hinshaw (Grilla kick)
Fourth Quarter

Team Standings

JMU — McLeod 43 pass from
Williams (pass failed)
JMU — Allen 7 pass from
Williams (pass failed)
UCF — Rhodes 67 pass from
Hinshaw (run failed)
JMU — Sims 5 run (Williams
run)
UCF — Cooper 13 pass from
Hinshaw (Grilla kick)

1. Villanova, 63
2. Georgetown, 72
3. Navy, 123
4. Cornell, 170
5.PennState,213
6. UPenn, 235
7. JMU, 255
8. Bucknell, 271
9. Iona, 274
10. SL Joseph, 314

A —6,681

JMU Finishers
(place in District 2 race)

Team Statistics
JMU
First downs
25
Rushing yards
245
Passing yards
199
Fumbles-lost
3-2
Penalties-yards
7-60
Time of Possession 29:39

UCF
32
252
380
0-0
5-52
30:21

Individual Statistics
RUSHING — JMU, Sims 35179, Williams 11-39. Agee 3-12.
Brown 2-8, McLeod 1-7. UCF,
Davis 23-170, Thow 7-68,
Hinshaw 8-6, Rhodes 1-6, Blake
2-2.
PASSING — JMU, Williams 14-

a

i
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27.
30.
40.
77.
81.
89.
97.

Chris Straub, 31:22.7
Matt Holthaus, 31:25.5
Tom Jeffrey, 31:42.1
Phil Dickenson, 32.23.2
Jeff Thompson, 32:26.0
Chris Baker, 32:34.6
Dave Holliday, 32:43.5

Nov. 14
Washington, D.C.
JMU 140, American 104
400 medley relay-JMU 3:41.87
1,000 freestyle- Rowland (JMU)
9:48.41
200 freestyle- Hviid (A) 1:43.77
50 freestyle- Doetsch (JMU)
22.24
400 individual medley- Hauih
(A) 4:11.59
One-meter diving- Santonicola
(A) 259.5
200 butterfly- Gabriele (JMU)
1:53.36
100 freestyle- Doetsch (JMU)
48.74
200 backstroke- Gabriele (JMU)
1:56.51
500 freestyle- Hviid (A) 4:31.62
Three-meter diving- Nelson (A)
262.95
200 breastroke- Hauth (A)
2:13.97
400 free relay-JMU, 3:13.55

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Nov. 14
Washington, D. C.
JMU 162, American 81
400 medley relay- JMU, 3:59.43
1,000 freestyle- Lipp (JMU)

Nov. 13 and Nov. 14
Storrs, Conn.
Connecticut Invitational
JMU d. Providence 14-16,15-5,
15-11,15-12
Conncecticut d. JMU 15-12,1614,10-15,15-10
JMU d. SL Bonaventure 15-5,1510,16-14
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Upcoming ... at JMU
•
•
•
•

"JMU Art Faculty Exhibition," Nov. 3-22, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.
Gallery Talk on Nov. 19 at 4:30 p.m.
"The Passing," video screening by Bill Viola, 8 p.m., Nov. 16, and 12 p.m.,
Nov. 17, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.
"Printmaking by Jennifer Hackett and Susan Praille," Nov. 16-24,
The Other Gallery, Zirkle House. Opening reception 7 p.m., Nov. 16.
"The Tools of Time: The Hands of Carrie Bryant Tillman," Photographs
by Cary Beth Cryor, Nov. 2-24, New Image Gallery, Zirkle House.
"Photography and Ceramics: Five Students," Nov. 16-24, Artworks
Gallery, Zirkle House. Opening reception 7 p.m., Nov. 16.

ARTS
MEETING
TONIGHT. 7 P.M

music
Guitar Ensemble, 8 p.m., Nov. 16, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
• Gideon Freudmann, rock cellist, 8 p.m., Nov. 16, Jokers Pub & Deli.
• JMU Symphony Orchestra, 8 p.m, Nov. 17, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
• JMU Wind Symphony, 8 p.m., Nov. 18, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
• JMU Symphonic Band, 8 p.m., Nov. 19, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
• Sarah Reynolds, voice recital, 8 p.m., Nov. 20, Anthony-Seeger.
• Piano Competition, 8 a.m, Nov. 21, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
• JMU Chorus, 3 p.m., Nov. 22, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Percussion Ensemble, 5 p.m., Nov. 22, Music Building, room 108.

theatre
• "One Hew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," 8 p.m, Nov. 18-23,2 pm, Nov. 21,
and 5 p.m. Nov. 22, Theatre II.
• "Stars in the Morning Sky," 8 p.m, Nov. 17-21,2 pjn., Nov. 22, LatimerSchaeffer Theatre.

misc.
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Thinking of asking
for something BIG
for Christmas or
Hanukkah?
Maybe writing to Santa will help. The Breeze special
holiday issue wants to know what you are asking for
this year. Send your wish list to The Breeze in
Anthony-Seeger Hall through campus mail.

|« Visiting Scholar Lecture, Larry B. Silver, 7 p.m„ Nov. 16, G-S Theatre.

SPORTS CAFE

mmm

Thursday Night at Scotto's
is

Open Stage Night
With host
Tony Roberts

The Women's Resource Center
presents

"Voices"

November 16-20
Monday 10-2 pm
Information Tib); The Commons (Ire. rM ittora and bnxhuiee)

Monday 7:00 pm
Social Implication*" Rose Winters. AIDS VsJUy Network"

Tuesday 7:00 pm
"Fighting tor Our Una: Woman Confronting AIDS" Video and Discussion*

Wednesday 7.-00 pm
"Tha Poaltlva Woman" Michelle Wilson. Director ol Ths Positive Woman,
shares her experience as a woman with HIV. Snenanoaah Room. Chendfcr Hal

Thursday 8:00 pm
"Fighting for Our Una: Woman Confronting AIDS" Video and Discussion"
'Eveftt at Tha Woman's Resource Canter. Logan Hai
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Lots of great food specials,
including...

I Free Pizza!!! ga

The fun starts at 9:00pm
Scotto's -The Best Score in Town!
Our New Hours:
Monday-Thursday
s:Oopm-ix:ooam
Fridays
4:oopnvz:ooam
Saturdays
iz:oopm-x:ooasn
Sundays
iz:oopm-ii:oopni
We Look Forward To Seeing You Soon.
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THE FAR SWE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BiUWatterson
...MEETING SMILE tfTW
SKM/-MLE.
»H TO A/« TMtRfS N

SO IT WAS W THE WHOLE
TIME/ WMtf THE CUE m
WHO'S BEEN
SENDING ME
*fc»\
INSULTS W / fffiTv1?
TUE MAIL/-'

HOT -miKKlMS A&WT

03 MM. Nbu KNOW,'

I'LL SET SOJ B* WIS.'
YOU A.ND "toUR. SHENCf
CODES A.ND PASTED LETTERS
AND SKULL DRAWINGS.'
Wont talk, huh? ... Frankie! Hand me that sealer.

•KW AW) I ARE THROUGH.'
I'LL TEKCH iOU TO TRICK
ME, 10k) »& HAIRBAU./

I DO TOO/
ITS JUST
THAT WAS A
TERRVBLE,
NAST(. A.WWL
TWNG TO DO,
AMD m. tens
RJR6W--HVH*

0a

saj/

"Oh, wonderful! Look at this, Etta
another mouth to feed."

UNI VERSITY/WC Cto^
DEAR. WE TUST <J,OT A BIL.U

THE unweg.* try (

IT 5AY5 HERE THAT WE
T
CAM PAV FOR.
UNJJDR.'S
ToiMT

is i. a? _'«-_-. ■ fcj.ll. :ta£ 1 I I a ...
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRlfAM/Mike Peters

VERISIMILITUDE/flren/ CouLson
i

~.~

/ You [wo i-ooh' \
I A L|TUE BIT 100
YOWG

rmGowA

1WV el- i-jy

TREE HoRRoR MoVlES

STR*N66...-THER£

WASAwHotepicrroF
COFPKH6ReAR5W
MINUT65 A60..<

ALTHOUGH CHAINS DARWIN'S FR RENTS

fRoUU of HIM, 1HEV NE-VrK
UhlDEKSTOD Hj« fllEORV Of H/OHJTloN.

WERE

CONVINCED/Vfoce 7arafy «& P. Matt Roberts

WfHVTS UPuulTtfV

$fegB>
THIS r^oRNlMG-f

»ss

VvJcu., ^u KNOIAJ torfCtr THSy. 3M : X
"If ^CJU DoMT UK£ THE Uj£rtTK££.
f>r\i^U.T6-S....
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FOR RENT

Roemmate needed te sublet for Spring

Making a decision about an unplanned

Guaranteed tree Spring Breek trip to

semester. Large BR in furnished Madison

pregnancy worn be easy First, give yoursel

Bahamas or Panama City! Cancun, Jamaica,

Manor apt. whh fireplace

a Me time. Look at al your options trom al

Daytona. Keys! Sign-up before Dec. 11,

the angles. Weigh the pros and cons

19921 Springbreakl (800) 6784386.

$2107mo.

4338068

carefully. Above al, be honest with yoursel

FMMM fMMMM NNN - SouW WtfMM
Jan "93 - Aug '93 $200/mo Call Cheri,
4334778.
Forest MUs town rouses tor met - Junt 1,

Cottage apartment w/garaga - Two

Remember, the bast choice a the one that's

We're on the move! Illusions in hex design,

females, W/D, lots of privacy. Al utilities

right for you. We otter family planning,

635 W. Market St.. Hamsorturg, VA 22801,

included, »220/mo each Contact Linda. 269-

counseling and first trimester abortion

433-1568 (Formerly Dene/ds) $5 haircusi for

5055

services because we believe a woman should

students

have a lid range of options available to her.

SKI SWAP
NOV. 21
MASSANUTTEN
SKI LODGE
Linking cultures with the Yothu Ylndl

1903 thru May 30,19M$106um» Cal 6966348.

Call us if we can help, confidentially ol

Programs Coordinator position now open

course. Hagerstown Reproductive Health

lor Spring semester tor Commuter Student

1BCBR66MAPT5.

Services; in Hagerstown, Maryland since

Council Stop by Wine-Price Hall (CSC

Madison Mans niggers - Time to give the

1979. (301) 733-2400. Coasct calls accepted

lounge) to pick up your application

President a breakl Officer elections 6

Unda rstand computers! Unlock mysteries of

Adaption - Childless couple very much

basement Media room Make this meeting or
Sou might be your next presidsnt!

SHORT LEASES AVAILABLE
Quiei. Like New
4 Blocks away on DutchmiU CL
S31S/mo.

434-2100

Used CDs - $67ea. Digital mixing board DJ,
$175 M*e, 296 0343.

important stuff
WordPerfect. Lotus, DOS. dBase! Helpful,

wishes to adopt. Your chad war have a secure

Tarnahe 400 - Perfect lor the ■Burg, 9,000

private instruction and/or papers typed Cal

home with lots ol love 6 attention. We can

miles. $450 Bi, 434-2665

249-5363 lor student rates.

help each other. Call Tim $ Luann collect,
(703)7194113.

Housing 'tJ-IA - Donl May, call us today!

A.K.C. Germen Shepherd (white) pup -

Steameleanlng - Apta, $25 complete,

Female, 5 mo. ok! Phone 867-5201

larger places, negotiable No work, no hassle
Save that security deposit Cal 4324336.

Bail ths rush lo sscura your houss lor the
Fall samosisr.

Phona Funkhousar &

Associates, 564-0607 lor a trsa brochura ol

HELPWANT5~

Typist - Reasonable, accurate, close to
JMU. 434-4947

quality, affordable off-campus housing
Attention - Spring Break! Earn cash 6 tree
Hunter's Ridge tewnhouse - 2 BR apt.
available, lumishod with microwave. Share
kitchan, W'D with two other residents.

trips to Bahamas, Cancun, Florida promoting

BeauttCentrol cosmetics now available at

the lumen* trips on carnpusl Spring Braakl

JMU. I am on campus daily. Cal Tracy at

(800)6784388.

4334280, leave message.

Available Spring semester Rent $225/mo
each. Cat Scon, 432-831 a

Earn commissions 8 ski tree by becoming
a group sews ropreoomaSvo tor southeast ski

Qhre ma an offer! Room to rent in house
one block trom campus. Available Dec. 18.

area. Must be active 8 latos oriented. Send
resumes to Paul Mason, Director ol
Marketing, New Wirserplaca ex., P.O. Boxl,

Cal Brooke. 4324122.

Flat Top, WV 25841
Female roommata needed lor Christian
house dose w campus lor Spring semester

Dent wart te find a good eummer )eb -

N6TICE
For more information A assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities &
work at home opportunities, contact
the) Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501

Earn $8,000 to $15,000 as a manager lor

$175*110. Cal 43*0607.

Speaker - Mary MorirT"
of Career Services
How to write an inf I
resume & conduct
Infl Job search
Keezell 107, S pm

Place immediately thru May. Partially
furnished. $l50/mo. W/D. D/W. MrW. Call
Andna. 5844420.
Ream In Foreet Was tewnheoee lor rant
Spring semester. Fully lumished, female

financial support For into, cal (800) 942
0076.

WANTED

condo starting Jan. 1. $175rtoo. Cal Dan at
432-1417.

lownhouse starting Jan. "93. Futy furnished,

£K b) sponsoring "A Week of Giving" -

drive lor Friendship House! Cans will be

Nov. 16-20. Events include roller skating

collected urtti Nov. 17 «i Room G-tO at the

with Virginia School tor the Deal 8 Bind,
soup kitchen with Olterboin Methodist

WCC. Please support those toss fortunatal

Church, bowling at Camelot Nursing Home, a
Spring Break! Cruise five days/lour nights in

visit wih our adopted grandfather, campus-

the Bahamas 4 Key West Cal Travel Agents

wide clean up, 6 a lood collection for the

International at 433-7292 or 433-1380 and

Friendship House in Harrisonburg. These

ask lor Hank. Hurryl Limited cabins at this

activities are planned in support of our

PM

National philanthropies 'Inherit the Earth.'

X6071 for more into.

altar-school chad Cal Pare* afar 6 pm. 432-

Earn cash, Iras trips $ experience. Cal Jos,

8869.

FnrJess Summer, (800) 234-7007.

Mall Handlers needed immediately to

Bus transportation to Richmond lor

process large amounts ol man. Fast cashl

Thanksgiving available. $20 one way, $35

Adoption - Loving couple unable to have

Send a sol addressed stamped envelope for

round trip. Leaves Nov. 24, 5:30 pm, returns

children wishes to adopt. Please cal (804)

AXQ - Thanks for hanging out last

detail 6 application to: ABC Mail Processina

Nov. 29. Contact Stephanie, x7610.

779-7829.

Wednesday nightl Love, ZTA.

$220/mo each. Contact Linda. 289-5055
Large apartment - Three large BR, 3
females, big kitchen, screened porch, back
yard, 6 blocks Irom campus. Al utilities
included $190/mo each. Corssct Linda, 289-

Greaks A Clubs - Raise e cool $1,000 in
just one week! Pka $1,000 tor the member

Models needed!
it you are interested In becoming
PPffc/*4**ea-iaB) I aeir^-~t"~aFU i

a candidate, or wish to make
nomlnatlona, call Tony
et 433-2531 for further
Information A specific detaJle.

Free trips A money! Individuals A student
organizations wanted to promote the hottest

Intornatlenal employment - Make money
teaching English abroad. Japan 6 Taiwan.

Sun Splash Spring Brsak '931 Jamaica,

Make $2,000 - $4,000* par month. Many

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida from $99. Book

provide room $ board * other benefitsi

earty/uve $$$l Organize group travel tree!

Financially 8 culturally rewarding! For

(800)428-7710.

International Employment Group: (206)632-

soss.

Taking LSATs Dec. I (Sat) 8 need a ride?
Reserve your seats now by signing up at

One ream In lew BR tewnheuee - Spring &
Summer, tree water, microwave. Dutch Mill
CtAek lor Angre, 433-7073.

Love, ACT.

AX£1 - Red Carnation Sal is almost here i
Found dates yet?

brightly colored clothes anytime you go into a

A repeat of last year's successful
'Borderless Europe* course A part of JMLTs travel studies
Details at meeting
Thursday. November 19,1992
4:30 pm
Zane Showker Hall Room 108
Phone Frank Waples x3025/3232

Adoption - Christian chadless couple Wife is

Grounds. s8476. Ask tor Jo. Must identify to

an R.N., plans to stay home with baby. We

claim.

can help each other! Please cal Paul 6 Mary,
(703)369-9899.

Found - m Zane Showker Hall. Claim at
Copy Comer Brown corduroy jackal size 8;

T - Forterar jag dig? Hoppas Intel Jsnne

Ladles - An attraction you won't want to
miss.. coming Dec 4.
Pledges - Thanks lor the great dmneri Love,
ACT Big Sisters.
Adoption - Tim & VTcki wish lo share our
homo with an infant. Wa both have college
degrees 6 work in education Our hobbies am
music got 6 church activities II you with to

Ladies - An attraction you won't want lo
miss... coming Dae. 4.

Spring Braakl Bahamas cruise, $2791

in the Purple 8 Gold room in Godwin Hall on
Nov. 18 at 8 pm. You'll team stress raasving
methods (can you say massage?) that can

6122 or 434-2417 Negotiable rent

$149! Key West, $249! (800) 6784386

hep you now 8 in the future

Hershay-Heed! You're the beat Big Sis

Celby - Thanks lor the compliment in
Shakespeare. It reaty made my day! Keep on

SERVICES
Iwaumia - Cuataaj ■iftlan; award-wtorwig
wrikMrrnarkeeng opedaest; typeset 4344515

anyone could wish tori Love you! Amaad

auditions. Tonight. 9 pm. Duke M200

Educators' Stress Management presentation
Panama City with kitchen, $1191 Cancun,

gloves, with lealhar palms

la the Black Woman's Beauty Dead

Stressed out ?! Come to the Welkiess Peer

$4291 Jamaica. $4791 Daytona (kitchens),

campus. Was re-carpe»»drr«-patted 564-

ACT - Get exerted for formall Georgetown
worrt be the samel

la* with us, please cal our counselor at (800)

Rooms for rent starling Dec. 16. Cal 432-

I - (160/mo. Close to

season 6 not al hunters ere careful

296-2367.
Found - Valuable Ham In P lat. Call

black umbrals; tortoise shell sunglasses; tan
Great house one block Ire* campus -

Den't get shot! Wear blue orange or
wooded area until Christmas. It's dear hunting

Wine-Pnce Hal (CSC offce).

Hekst Female take over lease - Ode Mil,
D/W. Cal 432-1033

Betsy - Great job in "Night in Society"!

Frisbee Flngl Love, AXQ.

SIX COUNTRIES!
EURAIL1
ELEVEN CIVES!

6013

1146XJ5325

Thanks to everyone who participated in

EUROPE IN MAY
ft
3 CREDIT HOURS

CSC wN! sponsor a van. ($3 per person).

Jan - May 93. W/0. double bed, microwave,

Nov. IS - Fri., Nov. 20 from B - 5
or
at Entrance E on Friday, Nov. 20
A Monday, Nov. 23, prior to the
exhibition games.

PO Box 159, D«on Springs, TN 37057

designer kitchen, grin-range, 6 blocks from
campus. W/D, D/W. all utilities included,

2-on-2 Basketball sign-up meeting, 5:30,
Nov. 18 Godwin 342

leader Inter-Campus Programs (800) 327Deluxe apartment - Two fe males, I replace,

Need your JAC card validated tor
Basket be II ? You may do so Mon.,

available to students should call Susan al

Spring Break oestinations, cal the nation's

Debbie. 432-1638.

publishing their 1993 Housing Guide for

Beach. Greeks, organizations, individuals.

i needed to sublet
$200/mo.. tree water, cable. W/D. Call

gerontology 8 the Maine Seacoast program.
JMU'a Canter for Off-Campus Living is

Hiring Spring Break Repel Panama City

caltng (800) 9324528x65.

Spring or Summer '93. The Commons,

Cuddles - Love you very much! No more

Babysitter needed AS API My home: day-

who cafe! And a tree headphone radio just tor

the works CaH 433-2657

SSE In Action!
Come see the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express perform
various scenes from their
productions on Nov. 16 at 3 pm in
Duke A200. This event is open to the
public. Sponsored by 1TA, the English
Society, 6 the Department of English

iatn»j; pu XiMat hofOavys) on* toddM r & ooe

1993 Men of Madison Calendar

One lornato needed lo share large 3 BR

, Nov. 17, 9 pm, Library

Please helpl BSA is sponsoring a lood

students. Those interested in listing rentals

please Call WeetoySmatiat 4334988. Hani

Hotel Take aver my lees* in Hunter's Ridge

TUBS

strsssing. Love, Ymml.

Colsge Pro Painters. We offer lii training &
Female roommate to sublet bi University

chain!

laugra^Tro girt wth race hair

NOTICE
For more information 8 assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities 6
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
(800) 533-5501

'
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($6 price includes tax)

r.

bta

($7 price includes tax)

($7 price includes tax)

($8 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

1 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessory

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

'Mtt. ifci' J*V i"lilrfiS A',1 .."JK MU
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